In this paper which is dedicated to Richard Schechner, Diana Taylor describes her guided visit to Villa Grimaldi, a former torture and extermination camp on the outskirts of Santiago de Chile. Through the lens of her camera and her relationship with the guide of the walking tour, the survivor called Pedro Matta, the author points out affinities between the concepts of trauma and performance, both based on repetition and always happening in the present. Memory, testimony, embodied practices, affect, history and identity are some aspects that Diana Taylor analyses during this article which subject, in her opinion, is so multi layered that the personal, inter-personal, social and political come together, and trauma can be considered a durational performance.
The difference here is that what we see in the model is no longer there. Even though we are present, standing in the former concentration camp, we will not (mercifully) experience it 'in person'. Rather, the space we visit is one that we cannot see and never really know. So, one might ask, what is the purpose of the visit? What can we experience by being physically in a death camp once the indicators have disappeared? Does the space itself convey the event?
Little beside the sign at the entrance explains the who, whys, whats, and whens. My photographs might illustrate what this place is, not what it was. Still, we are here in person with Matta who takes us through the recorrido (or 'walk through'). Matta speaks in Spanish; it makes a difference. He seems to relax a little, though his voice is very strained and he clears his throat often.
The compound, originally a beautiful 19 th century villa used for upper class parties and weekend affairs, was taken over by DINA, Augusto Pinochet's special forces to interrogate the people detained by the military during the massive round-ups. 3 So many people were detained that many ordinary civilian spaces were transformed into makeshift concentration centers. Villa
Grimaldi was one of the most infamous. In the late 1980s, one of the generals sold it to a construction company to tear down and replace with a housing project. Survivors and human rights activists could not stop the demolition but after much heated contestation they did secure the space as a memory site and peace park in 1995. 4 Matta, among others, has spent a great deal of time, money, and energy to make sure that the space remains a permanent reminder of what the Pinochet government did to its people. Three epochs, with three histories, overlap on this space. The irony of course is that Terranova gives the lie both the elegant, civilized pre-and the recuperative post-.
The miniature extermination camp positions us as spectators. We stand above the camp, looking down on its organizational structure. Well, the rendition actually. With the actual site destroyed, the replica materializes memory. The main entrance to our top left allowed passage for vehicles that delivered the hooded captives up to the main building. Matta's language and our imaginations populate the emptied space. He points to the tiny copy of the large main building where the officers lived, right here, exactly where we're now standing; then the small and 'gobierno militar' (excesses, presumed, military government).
As we walk, he describes what happened where and I notice that he keeps his eyes on the ground, a habit born of peering down from under the blindfold he was forced to wear. The shift is gradual-he begins to reenact ever so subtly as he re-tells. I feel compelled to register the moment-I take a photograph as if I could capture the move inwards, into the dark space in which we stand but cannot see. He moves deeper into the death camp-here, pointing at an empty spot: "Usually unconscious, the victim was taken off the parrilla (metal bed frame), and if male, dragged here." 6 Maybe the lens will grasp what I cannot grasp. Looking down, I see the colored shards of ceramic tiles and stones that now mark the places where buildings once stood and the paths where victims were pushed to the latrine or torture chambers. As we follow, we too know our way by keeping our eyes on the ground: "Sala de tortura" "Celdas para mujeres detenidas."
Gradually, his pronouns change-they tortured them becomes they tortured us. He Of all the compelling questions raised by Villa Grimaldi this for me is the most compelling:
is the "never for the first time" of performance the same as the "never for the first time" of trauma? Trauma, I have written elsewhere, is known by the nature of its repeats. It is never for the first time. Yet, the routine takes on several added dimensions when performed by Matta. For any guide, the routine serves a mnemonic function-people can remember certain events by associating them with place. 10 But for a survivor of torture, going back to the site the recorrido is a memory path-through the act of walking, the body remembers. Memory always entails reenactment, even in our mind's eye. Neuroscientists suggest that these paths are physiological as well as material, fixed in the brain as a specifically patterned circuit of neurons.
Being in a situation can automatically provoke certain behaviors unless other memory tracks are laid down to replace them. 11 A change in Matta's routine might well change the affect.
Like other survivors, I believe, Matta is both a traumatized victim and a witness to trauma. Trauma too is a durational performance, characterized by the nature of its repeats.
For Matta, the experience does not last two hours-it has lasted years, since he was camp, we know that the violence only appears isolated and bracketed from everything that surrounds it, accentuating the knowledge that criminal violence has spread so uncontrollably that no walls can contain it and no guide can explain it. We might control a site and put a fence around it, but the city, the country, the southern cone, the hemisphere has been networked for violence-and beyond too, of course, and not just because the U.S. has taken to out-sourcing torture. Is the dark ruin sickening because it situates us in such concrete proximity to atrocity? Because, by participating, we internalize the violence? Or because the ubiquitous practice situates all of us in such constant proximity to the dark ruin that is our society?
Perhaps here too we might need to separate affect from actions such as walking tours.
Matta's trauma is his, inseparable from who he is. Yet his explanation of the causes is transmissible. We share the walk through. And as I follow him deeper down the paths, his experience resonates with me in part because I actually do always know what happened here/there and accept that this, like many other sites, is my responsibility. Although I will not accept the responsibility for torturing or killing other human beings, I do participate in a political project that depends on making certain populations disappear-be it through the criminalization of poverty, for example, or mental illness. I am constantly warned to keep vigil, to "say something" if I "see something." My tax dollars pay for Gitmo. For me, the emotional charge of the visit comes from the friction of place and the practice-inseparable, though at times disavowed. Something has been restored through the tour that brings several of my worlds into direct contact. As the multi-tiered space itself invites, I recognize the layers and layers of political and corporeal practices that have created these places, the histories I bring to them, and the emotions that get triggered as we walk through them in our own ways. I experience the tour as performance, and as trauma, and I know it's never for the first, or last, time.
Matta, the booklet tells us "feels a strong desire to transform history into memory." He makes the past alive through the performance of his recorrido. Yet trauma keeps the past alive in Matta as well-the future is not an option for him as long as Terranova grips him in that place. The 'future' in fact might be a very different project. In the best of all possible worlds, the future would mean turning this memory into history, the testimonial walk-through into evidence, Matta's personal admonition into legally binding indictments against perpetrators, and visitors into witnesses, human rights activists, and voters. Someone else, maybe someone who has never been tortured, would lead the tour. But that future is predicated on a past in which trauma has been transcended or resolved. That future is nowhere in sight even though
